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Executive Summar
In their natual state, the coastal landform systems of Cape Cod are self-sustaig. However,
recogntion that human have become intric agents in the evolution of coastal landscapes is
signcant. There is a great need to understand how individual actions on a smal scale (lot-by-Iot) basis
affect the sustaiabilty of coastal landform systems, such as coastal dunes, beaches, coastal ban,
barrer beaches, saltmarshes, and coastal floodplai. However, there are few investigations relative to
ths scale.
Ths study ilustrates the vast extent of human alterations to coastal landform on Cape Cod. As
a result of analyzing 318 Orders of Conditions issued for activities permtted on and adjacent to coastal
landforms in al 15 Cape Cod towns in 1999, it documents and quanties the gain and losses to coastal
landform system sustainabilty.
The study documents the tyes of activities presently takig place on and adjacent to our coastal
landforms and their potential affects, and potential mitigation being requied by local commssions to
minie these affects. It alo docuents the trade-offs and balances oftenties necessary in the
application of performance stadard based reguations governg activities proposed on coastal
landforms. Because our quantitative understanding of coastal landform fuction is sti evolvig,
particularly on a small-scale lot-by-Iot basis, many decisions are oftenties made using best professional
judgement (if available) without the predictive capabilty to know what the impact wi be to the
applicant's or neighboring propert and resources.
It is hoped that the results of ths study will assist local, state, and federal coastal resource
managers and reguators, as well as the public, in gaig inight into the interactions of human
activities and natual coastal landform system fuction leadig towards improved coastal resource
management. The project partcipants stated that durig the course of th study the sharig of
inormation among them was invaluable. It is hoped tht the sharing of inormation in ths study with a
broader audience will also be utied for improved coastal landform system management.
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Introduction and Purpose
In the past, waves, tides, relative sea level, sediment size, sedient sources and sin, and
landform tye controlled the confguation of our coasts. Now human actions are a signcant factor, on
par with natural forces in many places, in controlling the shape and fuction of our shores and coastal
landforms. In fact, human activities are the domiant short-term controllg factor in many places.
The envionmental, recreational, and aesthetic values of beaches, dunes, barrier beaches, coastal
ban, saltmarshes, and coastal floodplain to the local, state, and national economy and cuture are
clearly recogned by the public as well as by the governent agencies that enforce a wide variety of
reguations designed to protect these resources.
But despite a formidable array of protective measures, these critical resources appear to be
undergoing a process that perhaps can best be described as 'unustainable' resource development (i.e.,
human alterations that lessen the natual value of the resources for futue generations). Examples
include seawall and revetment constrction that, on an eroding shore, wi eventually elimiate the
fronting beach, and home construction in a dune field that will alter the form of the dune, eliate
stabilizing vegetation, and alter wids and, thus, depositional pattern of dune sands with unpredictable
impacts to the dunes' natual beneficial fuction. It appears that most human actions when developing
on coastal landform are designed to reduce landform mobilty in an effort to protect buidings and
inastrctue, although mobilty may be increased durg constrcton phases when stabiliing
vegetation is removed (Nordstrom, 1999).
On the other hand, some communties are undertakig or investigatig procedures designed to
re-establish sustainabilty of their coastal landforms as a result of previous actvities. For example,
removing roads on barrier beaches to allow dune growth, thus permttg the natual landward
migration of barrer beaches (Figue 1, Page 6), or requirig elevation of strctues in dune fields to
allow dune sands to migrate and contiue to be sediment sources for adjacent, dunes.
Activities and permit conditions ass~ciated with development and use of coastal landforms that
attempt to minmie or reduce alterations to the beneficial fuction of the coastal landform system
appear to be gaing wide attention. However, to adequately protect our coastal landform and more
importantly to preserve the beneficial fuctions of the overall coastal landform system for futue
generations we must know how coastal landforms evolve natualy and how our present activities are
affecting their evolution (i.e., sustainabilty).
Are our activities on coastal landforms detractg from or adding to their beneficial fuctions on
a short- and/ or long-term basis? Where does Cape Cod stand in th regard? Most observers say that the
area is experiencing a net loss of resource sustainabilty, but the data required to substantiate the
statement do not exist, not to mention the data requied to determe the rate of chage of sustainabilty.
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Figure 1
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Thus, the goals of the Cape Cod Coastal Landform System Sustaiabilty Study were to:
1. Quanti, on a town by town basis, the gain and losses of Cape Cod coastal landform
system sustainability resultig from decisions of local resource management and reguatory agencies;
2. Identi the state and local policies and/ or regulations (or lack thereof) that have resulted
in these gain and losses;
3. Describe permit conditions and/ or techcal approaches that may assist in maitaing
coastal landform system sustainabilty; and,
4. Identi futue research needs that will add to our understanding of the interaction
between coastal landform fuction and human actions that may assist in optium management of our
coastal landform systems.
Framework and Background
'Mobilty' is the key to ensuring the value of coastal environments for ecological and most human
use values, in the sense that the dynamic natue of beaches and dunes (and other coastal landforms) is
responsible for their physical characteristics and aesthetic appeaL. It is a paradox that stabilty of beaches
(and other coastal landforms) becomes the goal once human attach specifc values to them. Attention is
often directed toward preservg th~ inventory of natual featues rather th the processes that created
them (Nordstrom, 1998).
In their natual state, all coastal landforms (including bank, beaches, dunes, barrer beaches,
saltmarshes, and land subject to coastal storm flowage) provide beneficial fuctions and values. These
beneficial fuctions and values include storm damage prevention and flood control for landward
resources and structues, wildlie habitat, pollution prevention, recreation, ecological and aesthetic
values. In their natural state, coastal landforms are self-sustaing and, thus, natually maitain these
values and fuctions. That is, coastal landforms evolve by changig shape and volume, and adjustig to
the natual forces of wids, waves, tides, and curents that are actig upon them. They exist in a state of
dynamic equilibrium with these forces unti these forces change. A new balance or equibrium is then
achieved. Ths results in their natual beneficial fuctions remaing optied/maxied.
On the other hand, human desire to live along the shore and utie its resources has resulted in
strctes and inastrctue being located in hazardous or sensitive coastal locations, such as erosion-
prone areas or areas subject to storm waves and surge (FEMA-mapped velocity zones), and flooding. As
a result, maxium protection from storm surge, flooding and erosion, beyond what a natual coastal
landform may be able to provide, is oftenties desired. For example, dunes may not be able to provide
the level of protection to landward buildings or strctures or natualy rebuild to pre-storm conditions
quickly enough as desired by landward property owners.
Numerous techncal studies have measured and described the interaction of coastal processes
and coastal landforms, thereby documentig coastal landform evolution. Thus, the fudamental
scientic principles necessary to understand the beneficial fuctions of coastal landform systems are
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reasonably well known. However, litte attention has been devoted to diferences in coastal evolution at
the scale of individual landform (Nordstrom, 1998).
Nordstrom (1998; 2000) provided a detailed compendium of human activities that alter coastal
landforms with a brief explanation of the landform characteritics that were altered by each actvity. His
conclusion was 'mobility' (of coastal landform) was the key to ensurig the value of coastal
environments. However, a quantification of the gain and losses of coastal landform sustainabilty (i.e.,
their natual beneficial fuctions) due to human alterations of these coastal landforms was not
conducted. He suggested that it is important to examie activities in commuities that have adopted
successfu compromise solutions that accommodate both human uses and landform mobilty.
In addition, a study evaluatig the effectiveness of coastal zone management programs
nationwide was recently completed (Hershman, et aI., 1999). As a part of that comprehensive study,
state coastal program effectveness in protectig natual beaches, dunes, blufs, and rocky shores was
undertaken (Bernd-Cohen and Gorden, 1999). The conclusion of that study, based on process indicators
and limited case examples, was that coastal programs are, for the most part, effectively addressing the
goal of protectig beach and dune resources. However, importantly, it revealed that "coastal state and
federal agencies are not routiely collectig the tyes of outcome data that were identied as valuable in
measuring on-the-ground results in achievig national resources protection objectives." On-the-ground
outcome indicators were too sparse to allow an outcome effectiveness determiation of coastal landform
(system) sustainabilty.
Ths study is an important fist step towards fig th gap.
Selected Massachusetts Policies and Regulations Governing Activities on Coasta Landforms
In order to appreciate the results of ths coastal landform sustainability study and the criteria by
which rati~s for permitted activities in th study were applied, importat selected reguations which
gude local decisions for activities on or adjacent to coastal landforms wil be briefly discussed.
In response to natual forces, the abilty of coastal landform to erode, reshape, and migrate
landward and laterally, actions that optimie their beneficial fuctons, is the basis for environmental
policies and regulations that govern activities on or adjacent to coastal landform in Massachusetts
(Giese and Smith, 1980).
The principal suite of regulations and policies required to be met for proposals on or adjacent to
coastal landforms in Massachusett are the state Wetlands Protection Reguations (310 CMR 10.00 et
seq.), local wetland protection by-laws, and the Massachusett Coastal Zone Management (MCZM)
Program Policies. In addition, the state Wetlands Conservancy Program has mapped wetlands, includig
coastal landform, and has placed restrictions on specifc activities in these areas to preserve their public
interests. On Cape Cod, the Cape Cod Commssion's (regional plang agency) Regional Policy Plan
contain strct standards for large development projects, or projects located in environmentally sensitive
areas.
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MCZM policies include criteria for the protection of coastal landforms that reduce the potential
for coastal hazards and are considered state environmental policy for the coastal zone. As a 'networkig'
CZM program, the applicable MCZM policies are considered part of the application of the state
Wetlands Protection Reguations. The interpretation and application of the Wetlands Protection
Regulations (herein after referred to as WPRs) shall be consistent to the maxium extent permsible
with the policies of the MCZM Program (310 CMR 10.22). Reguatory jursdiction of the MCZM Policies,
however, only coincide with federal jurisdiction (or federal activities affectig the coastal zone) which,
for the most part, do not extend landward of the high tide lie. Thus, the WPRs and local wetland
bylaws are the most widely applicable reguatory standards that govern activities on or adjacent to
coastal landforms and therefore were the primary focus of ths study.
The WPRs protect the critical characteristics (beneficial fuctions) of wetlands, including in part,
coastal bans, beaches, dunes, barrier beaches, saltmarshes, and land subject to coastal storm flowage
(the 100-year coastal floodplai). The standards of the WPRs are intended to ensure that development
along the coastline is located, designed, built, and maintaied in a maner that protects the public
interests in coastal resources (310 CMR 10.21), including coastal landforms.
As a home rule state, local communties in Massachusetts are requied to adopt and admister
the state wetlands regulations as 'mium' stadards. At the local level, the communty's conservation
commssion admiters the WPRs. The commssion is a volunteer board of thee to seven members
appointed by the selectmen or city council. On the state level, the Department of Environmental
Protecton (DEP) oversees admstration of the WPRs. The local conservation commssion ensures that
proposed activities wi not alter resource areas and dimsh the public interests (beneficial fuctions)
they provide by reviewig projects on a case-by-case basis according to the reguations (DEP, 1997). The
reguations govern many tyes of activities in resource areas, including for example, vegetation removal,
regrading, constrction of houses, additions, decks, seawalls, walways, piers, and dock. Basically, any
tye of activity that may alter a resource area in any way is subject to review by the local conservation
commsion.
Each local conservation commission generally retain a conservation commssion agent or
admistrator. Ths agent generally visits each site and prepares site observations and recommendations
for the commssion's permt decision when an application for a permt is fied. The commission then
issues a permit known as an Order of Conditions. Given the level of involvement, it was determined
that the most appropriate participants for this study would be the conservation commssion agents and
administrators. Each of the agents and admistrators in the 15 town on Cape Cod (Figue 2, Page 10);
agreed to participate and are listed in Appendix A (Page 42).
Below is a description of the coastal landforms addressed in ths study. A brief sumary of the
WPRs standards, including the protected critical characteristics and public interests that conservation
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commssions use to permt (generaly with conditions) or deny an activity on a coastal landform or
with its bufer zone (an area with 100 feet of a coastal landform) is also included.
Characteristics of Selected Coastal Landforms Protected by Regulations
Coastal Bank (310 CMR 10.30)
Defition: The seaward face or side of an elevated landform, other than a coastal dune, that lies at the
landward edge of a coastal beach, land subject to tidal action, or other wetland.
Public interests: Storm damage prevention; flood control.
Critical characteristics: One tye of coastal bank identied in the WPRs is a coastal ban subject to
vigorous wave activity. Ths tye of coastal ban serves as a major contiuous sediment source for
coastal beaches, coastal dunes, and barrier beaches. Ths is a natually occurrig process necessary to the
contiued exitence of beaches, dunes, and barrer beaches that, in tu, disipate storm wave energy,
thus protectig strctues and coastal wetlands landward of them from storm damage and flooding.
Thus, its protected critical characteristic is its ability to erode and provide sediment to other coastal
landforms.
A second tye of coastal ban identied in the WPRs is a ban that is not subject to vigorous
wave action, but intead erodes primarily as a result of wid and rain ruoff. Its height and stabilty acts
as a buffer or natural wall, which protects uplands areas from storm damage and floodig. Thus, the
stability of th tye of ban that protects landward resources is its critical characteristic, priarily
protected by preserving its vegetative cover. Elevated walkays are encouraged in the reguations for
ths resource.
Coastal Dunes (310 CMR 10.28)
Definition: Any hi, mound, or ridge of sedient landward of a coastal beach deposited by wid action
or storm overwash. Coastal dune also mean sediment deposited by articial mean and serving the
purposes of storm damage prevention and flood control.
Public interests: Storm damage prevention, flood control, and protection of wildlie habitat.
Critical characteristics: The abilty to erode in response to coastal beach conditions, volume, form - which
must be allowed to be changed by wid and natual water flow, vegetative cover, abilty to move
landward and laterally, and bird nestig habitat.
Coastal Beaches (310 CMR 10.27)
Defition: Unconsolidated sediment subject to wave, tidal, and coastal storm action which forms the
gently sloping shore of a body of salt water and includes tidal flats. Coastal beaches extend from the
mean low water lie landward to the dune line, coastal ban lie, or seaward edge of existig man-made
strctures, when the strctures replace one of the above lies, whichever is closest to the ocean.
Public interests: Storm damage prevention, flood control, and protection of widlie habitat. Tidal flat
areas of coastal beaches also include protection of marine fisheries and land containg shellsh.
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Critical characteristics: Volume (quantity of sedient), form, abilty to respond to wave action, and
distrbution of sediment grai size, water cicuation, water qualty, and relief and elevation for tidal
flats.
Barrer Beaches (310 CMR 10.29)
Defition: Narow low-lyig strip of land generally consistig of coastal beaches and coastal dunes
extending rouglùy parallel to the trend of the coast. It is separated from the maiand by a narow body
of fresh, brackish, or saline water of a marsh system. A barrer beach may be joined to the maiand at
one or both ends.
Public interests: Storm damage prevention, flood control, marie fisheries, wildlie habitat, and
protection of marine fisheries and land containg shellfh.
Critical characteristics: Ability to respond to wave action, including storm overwash sedient tranport,
and all other critical characteristics of beaches and dunes.
Saltmarshes (310 CMR 10.32)
Defition: Coastal wetland that extends landward up to the highest high tide lie, that is the highest
sprig tide of the year, and is characterized by plants that are well adapted to or prefer living in sale
soils. Domiant plants with saltmarshes are salt meadow cord grass (Spartina patens) and/ or saltmarsh
cord grass (Spartina alteraflora). A saltmarsh may contain tidal creeks, ditches, and pools.
Public interests: Storm damage prevention, protection of mare fiheries and wildle habitat, land
containg shellfsh.
Critical characteristics: Distrbution and composition of vegetation, substrate (peat), and productivity.
Land Subject to Coastal Storm Flowage (LSCSF) (i.e., 100-year coastal floodplain). Whle LSCSF is listed
as a protected coastal landform (wetland resource) in the regulations, there are no performance
standards, defition, public interests, or critical characteristics stated. A task force was, however,
convened to address ths lack and in 1995 submitted 'recommendations' to the state for consideration
(O'Connell, 1997). The following is excerpted from those recommendations.
Defition: Land subject to any inundation caused by coastal storms up to and includig that resultig
from the 100-year flood, surge of record, or flood of record, whichever is greater. The seaward lit is
mean low water.
Public interests: Storm damage prevention, flood control, prevention of pollution, and protection of
wildle habitat.
Critical characteristics: Topography, soil characteristics, vegetation (including composition), erodibilty,
permeabilty, abilty to dissipate storm wave energy, flood volume storage in hydraulically restricted
areas, and abilty to allow other protected wetland resource areas and coastal landforms to migrate
landward in response to relative sea level rise.
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Project Methodology
To achieve the goals of the Coastal Landform System Sustainabilty Project, a questionnaire was
developed (Appendi B, Page 43) to produce the data necessary to estiate the gai and losses of
coastal landform sustainabilty. The conservation agent for each town completed a questionnaire for
each activity permtted by the communty's conservation commssion. In ths project, 318 Orders of
Conditions (permits) issued for activities on or adjacent to coastal landforms by the participatig 15 Cape
Cod town in 1999 were analyzed.
The questionnaire includes identig data, such as applicant name, address, map and parcel,
project description, and date of permt, and then poses questions relatig to possible impacts from the
activity on coastal landforms. Whe it is recognzed that coastal landforms provide a myrad of
beneficial fuctions, such as storm damage prevention/ reduction, flood control, wildlie habitat,
recreational, and aesthetic and intric values, only the physical functions of storm damage
prevention/reduction and flood control were evaluated in ths study. It was considered that if these
fuctions are affected, then al others are as well.
As noted on the questionnaire in Appendix B, one to thee specifc questions were developed for
each coastal landform tye (Le., one question for coastal ban, two for coastal beach, thee for coastal
dune, etc). The questions relate to each coastal landform characteristic that contrbutes to its beneficial
fuctons. For example, vegetative cover contributes to the growth, volume, and stabilty of coastal
dunes by providig conditions favorable to sand deposition. Dune volume and form, in turn, contrbute
to the beneficial fuctons or public interests of storm damage prevention and flood control to landward
resources and structues by preventig storm wave inundation and overtopping. Activities adversely
affectig vegetative cover of a dune, by house construction with appurtenances for example, causes the
dune to become destabiled and its beneficial fuctions to be signcantly reduced or eliated.
Conversely, if an existig building on a solid foundation is reconstrcted and elevated on open piligs in
a dune, although stil an adverse impact to dune fuction, the abilty of the dune to fuction more
natualy has been enhanced. In order to evaluate the degree of impact from an activity on a coastal
landform, a 'rang scheme' was developed (see Table 1).
Table 1
Ranking Scheme for Permitted Coastal Activities0.5 - very mior 2.0 - signficant
1.0 - mior 2.5 - very signcant
1.5 - somewhat signficant 3.0 - major
For example, the questionnaie (Appendix B) asks, 'wil ths activity enhance or impede the
vegetative cover of the dune?' The evaluator must determine whether the activity (such as house
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construction) will adversely impact the dune's vegetative cover and, thus, the dune's sustabilty (i.e.,
affect its beneficial fuctions). Adverse impacts, such as impeding or destroyig dune vegetation,
received a negative ratig. If the activity was determied to enhance the vegetative cover and, thus,
enhance the dune's beneficial fuction it received a positive rang. 'No impact' was also an option.
It is important to note that each activity was raned based on existig site conditions. For
example, an elevated dune walay potentialy results in a degree of loss of sunght to underlyig dune
vegetation resultig in some loss of underlyig vegetation. A degree of human-induced dune
destabiliation and partal loss of its beneficial fuction potentially results. Thus, a negative ran most
often resulted for a dune walway due to the loss of dune vegetation and destabilation from such an
activity. However, if existig site conditions revealed that pedestrian foot traffic was already occurg
and dune vegetation had already been destroyed resultig in signcant dune guyig and blowout,
then a proposed elevated boardwal may benefit additional vegetative growth and dune stabilty. In ths
case, based on existig site conditions a positive ratig would most likely have been applied.
In addition, each coastal site varies somewhat in its landform characteristics. For example, the
natual fuctionig of a 'priary frontal dune' is crtical to storm damage prevention and flood control
to landward areas, whereas the fuction of a secondary or tertary dune may be less critical at ths tie.
Ths is particularly relevant for comparison of the fuction and critical characteristics of dunes with
and outside of the coastal floodplai where public interest varies. Outside of the coastal floodplain,
dunes do not provide storm damage prevention and flood control interests, at lea,st not at ths tie.
Furermore, along the glaciated Massachusetts shore, coastal landform tye can chge
dramaticaly over very short distances. For example, coastal ban (elevated landform deposited by
glacial activity) oftenties grade into coastal dunes. So, dune material may overlie coastal ban deposits
for some liear shorelie distance with the coastal ban eventually giving way to pure dune deposits. In
these cases, the fuctional values of the landform can be quite diferent from lot to lot. Thus, ratigs for
simar activities can difer from lot to lot in a simar resource tye over short distaces.
Another consideration in the rang of an activity is the subjectivity or experience of the
individual conductig the rang. Local conservation commssion agents or admstrators were
determed to be the most appropriate individuals to ran each activity priariy because they conduct
site visits when an application for a permit is received, and subsequently advise their conservation
commsion members durg their deliberations on permt conditions. Thus, their experience with a
wide array of projects and local conditions is usualy quite extensive.
It should also be noted that the reguations used to evaluate each permtted activity are
performance standard based. That is, for the most part, they do not 'explicitly' prohibit specifc activities
(although several 'grandfathering' prohibitions are stated). For example, the WPRs reguations for
coastal dunes state, in part, that any alteration of, or strcture on, a coastal dune or with 100 feet of a
coastal dune shal not have an adverse effect on the coastal dune by: (b) distubing the vegetative cover,
or (c) causing any modifcation of the dune form that would increase the potential for storm or flood
damage. Thus, an evaluation for an activity proposed on a coastal dune that would destroy 'some' dune
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vegetation or would alter it form must also "...increase the potential for storm or flood damage." Ths
tye of evaluation results in differig opinons of what constitutes 'an increase in potential storm or
flood damage,' and, thus, inconsistencies in application of the regulations (Le., value judgements by each
evaluator). lls is demonstrated in the results of ths study.
Consistency in rang, or lack of, wàs discussed though periodic meetig discussions of all
project partcipants. One-on-one meetigs and discussions, as well as field visits in some cases, with Sea
Grant's Coastal Processes Specialt and study participants were periodically conducted thoughout the
study period. Duing these, techcal issues were discussed and attempts made not to interfere with
conservation agent ratigs.
Results and Discussion
A total of 318 permts (local Orders of Conditions) issued in 1999 for activities on or adjacent
(buffer zone) to coastal landform were anlyzed from the 15 Cape Cod town that participated in the
study. For each permtted actvity the town's conservation agent or admistrator completed a
questionnaire. The distrbution of the number of Orders of Conditions permtted on or adjacent to
coastal landforms for each town in 1999 is presented on Figue 3 (Page 16). It is important to note that
ths is Oiùy a one year (1999) "snapshot" of the number and tye of activities permtted on Cape Cod.
Furthermore, the number of activities does not relate to the complexity or degree of impact(s) from
activities on the beneficial fuctions or sustainabilty of coastal landform.
Communties also determe the level of requied inormation and whether permits are even
required for certain activities in the buffer zone (an area 100 feet landward of coastal landforms). Some
communties do not require a fu permt application or an Order of Conditions for certain activities in
the buffer zone, while others require fu review and permttg. The Massachusett Department of
Environmental Protection issued Policy 99-1 (March 1999) relatig to fig procedures for activities
proposed with the buffer zone.
Collectively, 47 specifc activities were permtted (many with conditions) on Cape Cod in 1999
(Appendix C, Page 47). Each activity was raned according to the 'rang scheme' on Table 1. A
rang from +3.0 to -3.0 was allowed for each individual question on the questionnaire. For example, as
noted on the project questionnaie in Appendix B, there are thee questions for coastal dune. Therefore, a
maxium potential sùmmary ratig for a coastal dune for a single activity ranges from +9.0 to -9.0,
whereas, for coastal ban there is Oiùy one question allowig a total ratig for coastal ban between +3.0
to -3.0. It is important to note that the 'score' for each activity is the sum of al of the rang for each
question for each landform tye.
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The 47 permitted activities are lited in Appendi C. Beside the permtted activity in Appendix C
are the ratigs for that specic activity given by each town by coasta landform tye. Each town is
denoted by a one or two letter character in parentheses beside each ratig based on the abbreviations in
Table 2.
Table 2
Abbreviations for Partcipating Towns on Cape Cod
Ba = Barntable E = Eastham P = Provincetown
Bo = Boure F = Falmouth S = Sandwich
Br = Brewster H = Harich T = Truro
C = Chatham M = Mashpee W = Welleet
D = Denns Or = Orleans Y = Yarmouth
The number on the right-hand side of the town abbreviation in Appendix C is the number of
individual permits (Orders of Conditions) issued for that specific activity. For example, (E4) mean that
the town of Eastham issued 4 separate permts in 1999 for that specifc activity. BZ indicates 'buffer zone'
which is defied as an area with 100 feet of a coastal landform. NI indicates 'No Impact.'
Data Analysis of Results by Permitted Activity
The following is a brief anlysis of the ratigs given to each permtted activity by coa~tal
landform tye for all town. (The Grand Total Sumar Table is provided on Table 3 (Page 18) and is
discussed later in ths report.) A brief explanation of the reasonig for the ratigs is also provided
below. The rang system below (negative or positive numbering) follows the scheme provided on
Table 1.
The number in parentheses followig the word 'ratig' in the explanation below is the number of
activities permitted for each ratig. It is important to note that the number in parentheses is not
necessarily the actual number of projects, but is the number of ties landform wi be impacted as a
result of that activity. For example, in Actvity 1 on Page 19, there were actualy four armorig projects
(Le., revetments, bulkeads, etc.) all permitted on coastal ban. However, secondary impacts were
recogned that would occu to the beach and land subject to coastal storm flowage (LSCSF) as a result of
armoring the coastal ban. So, the impact to beach and LSCSF were rated as well for arorig the coastal
ban, resultig in the opinon that nie separate landforms (ban, beaches, and LSCSF) wil be
impacted. Furtermore, multiple activities are commonly part of one single permt application. For
example, one permt application in Eastham included armoring a coastal ban with sandbags and a pile-
supported walkway down a coastal bank: the Order of Conditions/permt requied beach nourishment
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9
to compensate for the armored coastal ban and loss of source sedient to the beach. 50, thee activities
were a part of that one permit, ultiately affectig thee separate coastal landforms (ban, beach, and
L5C5F).
It wil be helpfu to refer to Appendix C for the followig descriptions.
1. New (hard) armorin~ of a sediment source wlo nourishment:
Number of Ratings: (9) negative
Range: -2.5 to -0.5 (for ban, beach, and L5C5F (100-year coastal floodplain)).
Hard armoring includes revetments, buleads, seawalls, and geotexties (sandbags, longuard
tubes, geotubes, etc.). Although considered somewhat temporary, geotexties (Figue 4, Page 20) were
included because they cause simar effects as revetments and seawals. In fact, due to their higher wave
reflection factor relative to a rough-faced revetment, they may temporarily increase storm-induced
frontig beach scour. A sediment source is a landform, such as a coastal ban (bluff) which, as a result of
erosion, provides sediment (generaly sand and pebble) to other downdrif coastal landform, such as
beaches and dunes. Eroding coastal ban presently provide the primar source of sedient for beaches,
dunes, and barrer beaches in Massachusetts (Figure 5, Page 20). By armorig a sediment source with a
revetment, for example, some elevated degree of erosion wi result to other downdrit coastal landforms
by depriving them of sediment which otherwe would be provided if the coastal ban were not
armored. By armorig the coastal ban, its sustainabilty or critical fuction of eroding and, thus,
supplyig sediment to other coastal landform, has been elimiated. Furthermore, eliatig primary .
source material for other coastal landforms (beaches and dunes) wi adversely affect them by reducig
their volume and, thus, alterig their form. Their beneficial fuctions of storm damage prevention and
flood control wil be adversely affected, consequently, their sustainabilty wi, in tu, be adversely
affected.
Therefore, armorig a sediment source (with or without requig a commensurate volume of
sediment to be placed on a frontig beach) elited its natural sustaiabilty and, therefore, received
negative ratigs by all town for all projects durg the study period (see question under coastal ban in
the questionnaire in Appendix B). The ratig varied based on the perceived importance of the material
that would no longer be supplied by the landform being armored.
Although a commensurate volume of material that the coastal ban would have provided is
generaly required as a condition of a permt to armor an eroding coastal ban, it was noted that
adherence to ths condition in perpetuty is difcult if not impossible to track. A level of non-compliance
had been noted, but to what degree is unown. To avoid th, commssions have, in some appropriate
cases, allowed only ban 'toe' armorig. Ths way the upper portions of the coastal ban wi contiue to
erode and supply sediment to the system durig storm, when the system needs it most to reduce storm
damage. Ban nourishment to replace the eroded material is then conducted.
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Figure 4
Figure 5
20
Note: Massachusett' Wetlands Protection Reguations (310 CMR 10.00 et. seq.) prohibit
armorig of eroding coastal ban that are supplyig sediment to other coastal landforms if the
arorig is proposed to protect a building constrcted afer August 10, 1978 (promulgation date of the
Coastal Wetlands Protecton Reguations). Although not explicitly stated in the reguations, for the most
part, armorig of beaches and dunes is prohibited based on performance standards in these regulations,
and prohibition has been the general practice. Al permtted armorig durig the project period took
place on coastal banks, not beaches, dunes, or LSCSF. The negative ratigs given to beaches and LSCSF
are due to anticipated secondary impacts resultig from the loss of source material (and, thus, volume
and dimshed fuction) as a result of the armored coastal ban. Ths reasonig applies to the next
thee armoring related activities as well (see Activities 2, 3, and 4).
2. Reconstruct (hard) armorin~ of a sediment source wlo nourishment:
Number of Ratings: (11) negative; (3) no impact
Range: -3.0 to NI (all for ban, beach and barrier beach). (See note in Activity 1.) .
Ths activity received negative and NI (no impact) ratigs by all town for all projects. The
negative ratings were given due to existig site conditions when a strctue was in disrepair to a point
where some volume of sediment was being eroded and, consequently, being provided to downdri
landforms. A 'no impact' was assessed when the armorig was dilapidated but not to a point where
sediment was being provided to downdri landforms. Keep in mid that ratigs for th tye of project
were supposed to be given based on existig site conditions.
Note: During discussions it was debated that armoring without nourshment could be positive in a
case where a frontig saltmarsh could be adversely impacted (smothered) by material erodig from a
coastal bank. Ths opinon was not unanous, however. It was agreed that projects must be evaluated
on a site-by-site basis.
3. New armorin~ (hard) with nourishment:
Number of Ratings: (14) negative
Range: -0.5 to -3.5 for bank and beach.
Most Massachusetts coastal communties require an applicant proposing new armoring to
calculate the erosion rate of a coastal ban and provide the volume of sedient that would have been
provided to downdrif coastal landforms if the armorig were not in place. The Order of Conditions then
conditions approval on the requied placement, periodically and in perpetuty, of a commensurate
volume of compatible sediment on the beach frontig the coastal ban that is to be armored. (See note in
Activity 1.)
New armorig, even with a beach nourishment requiement, received negative ratigs by all
town because the primary beneficial fuction of providing sediment to downdrift coastal landforms by
an eroding coastal ban (i.e., its contribution to the sustainabilty of the landform system) has been
elimiated. Requirg a commensurate volume of nourishment is an articial replacement for the
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natual coastal bank fuction, Furermore, requiing articial nourhment in place of the natural
sedient supply is a compromise. For the 'coastal landform system' to optialy fucton, the erodig
coastal ban material is required in the system durig the coastal storm in order to reduce wave energy
and, thus, wave-related damage to natural resources and structures. Most nourshment takes place
durg the sprig season to maxie recreational beach width. Ths practice has been acceptable, but
not optium.
Conservation commssion agents have also noted the difficulty of follow-up monitorig to ensure
compliance years after the arorig has been constrcted. The fact that the legal process to ensure
condition compliance is difcult and costly was discussed. Furermore, on-going erosion in a sediment-
starved system wil eventually result in the loss of frontig beach (forced high water againt the
armoring). Many examples exist in Massachusetts. It is often diffcult to access a coastal site with heavy
equipment necessary to conduct small nourshment projects, thereby precluding adherig to permt
conditions. Tls is particularly relevant when no beach exists at high tide.
4. Reconstruct (hard) armorini w/nourishment: no nourishment previously required:
Number of Ratings: (1) Negative
Range: -2.0
As a result of education and direct observations, many coastal communties in Massachusetts now
realie the critical importance of sediment eroded from coastal ban to the contiued existence of
beaches, dunes, barrier beaches, and the bays and estuares tht exit as a result of barer beaches. As a
result, several Cape Cod communties are requirig that applicants for projects proposing to 'reconstrct'
armorig provide a volume of compatible sedient to the frontig beach commensurate with the
volume which otherwse would have eroded from the coastal ban. Several communties, however,
voiced that it is dicult to ultiately defend intitutig a new permt condition that was not part of the
origial permit conditions. In addition, several communties fid it difcult to defend intitutig a new
permt condition for reconstrction when the benefit of small nourshment volumes is not obvious,
particularly in cases where on-going erosion has resulted in forced high water againt a revetment or
seawall. In ths case, the nourished material is quickly absorbed into the littoral system, resultig in no
obvious, visual benefit. However, although the material may appear to 'disappear,' the material is
playig an important role in dissipatig storm wave energy in the nearshore zone or downdri. Benefits
are realed to the overall 'system' by cumulatively supplyig compatible sediment that would otherwse
have been provided.
5. Reconstruct bulkhead:
Number of Ratings: (4) no impact
Range: no impact
In locations where bulkhead reconstrction was proposed (e.g. bay and estuarine shorelines),
conservation commsion agents did not feel there was an impact over existig conditions.
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Note: Even in estuare environments, sedient input to the system is important. With present
relative sea level rise of approxiately one vertical foot per 100 years in Massachusetts (Giese, et. al.,
1987), beach and inter-tidal areas could be eliated absent sedient input from eroding coastal ban.
Fine-grained ban material supplies the substrate on which sandier material rests in the inter- and sub-
tidal areas, as well as substrate for marie organsms. The importance of estuarie coastal ban erosion
was demonstrated when it was documented that approxiately 6 miles of inter-tidal area has been lost
in Mobile Bay, Alabama, over the last 60 years as a result of bulead armoring of that estuarine system
(Douglass and Pickel, 1999).
6. New house on a solid foundation:
Number of Ratings: (47) buffer zone/no impact; (6) negative; (13) no impact; (2) bufer zone/negative
Range: a to -6.0 (in dunes, barrier beaches and LSCSF)
New home construction was the highest number of proposals for activities identied during th
project. However, most were located in the buffer zone (with 100 feet of the landward edge of a coastal
landform). All new houses proposed in the buffer zone were rated 'no impact' on the adjacent coastal
landforms. However, new houses in dunes and on barrier beaches received negative ratigs due the
adverse impact on the mobilty of dune sands to achieve the dunes' beneficial fuctions, priarily storm
damage reduction and flood control. Buidings replace the dune and reduce the source area for wid
blown sand (Morton, et aI., 1994), and they alter wind diection and speeds, thereby alterig depositional
pattern (Nordstrom and McCluskey, 1984; 1985). The direct effect of buildigs is related to their location
on the beach/ dune profile and their method of construction, including foundation tye, size, shape,
materials, and density (Nordstrom, 2000). Al houses proposed in LSCSF (lOa-year coastal floodplain)
were proposed in the A-zone. All houses, except one, proposed in the A-zone of LSCSF received a no
impact ratig. Relocatig a house landward, particularly in a dune or barrer beach area, would result in
the strctue being located in a less active area and, thus, could be considered positive as it may have
less of an adverse affect on the resource fucton.
7. New house on pile foundation:
Number of Ratings: (5) negative
Range: -2.5 to -6.0 (for dune, barrer beach and LSCSF)
Pile supported houses are, for the most part, permtted on coastal landforms in Massachusetts.
The Massachusett State Buiding Code, as well as the requirements of the National Flood Inurance
Program (of which all Massachusetts coastal communties participate), requires the lowest horiontal
strctual member or lowest floor (depending on the flood zone) be at or above the lOa-year flood
elevation. In areas such as dunes or barier beaches (regardless of the flood zone designation), a state
policy requires that the lowest portion of a building be a mium of two feet above existig grade on
open piligs or column to allow dune migration and, thus, fuction. However, due to shading effects,
dune vegetation is generally adversely affected, which can result in destabilation and a loss of natual
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dune stabilty and fucton (i.e., sustainabilty). Wind diection and speed and, thus, deposition pattern
of dune sands is also affected. Mobilty of dune sands as a result of eolian (wid-blown) forces under
the strctue may actally temporariy increase.
Note: Pile supported houses in dunes and on barer beaches have been periodically denied
based on review pursuant to the WPRs primariy relatig to appurtenances, such as the septic system
and driveway, which as solid strctes or requig removal of dune volume could not meet
performance standards.
8. Addition on solid foundation:
Number of Ratings: (54) buffer zone/no impact: (17) neg-ative: (7) no impact: (2) bufer zone/negative
Range: 0 to -6.0
Simar to new house proposals on solid foundations in Activity 6, ths activity saw the highest
number of figs. Projects located with bufer zones received no impact ratigs. However, additions in
dunes and on barrier beaches adversely affected stabiling vegetation and interfered with dune mobilty
and migration requied for optimiation of its beneficial fuctions and, thus, sustaiabilty. Additions on
solid foundations also interfered with the beneficial fuctions of the coastal floodplain as well,
particularly in the FEMA-mapped velocity zone where wave diection can be altered by the solid
strcture, possibly adversely affectig strctues or resources which otherwse may not have been
affected.
9. Addition on pile foundation:
Number of Ratings: (5) negative; (3) positive; (1) no impact
Range: +4.5 to -2.5 (dunes, barrer beach, and LSCSF)
Simlar to new pile-supported house proposals in Activity 7, the majority of proposals received
negative ratigs in dune, barrer beach, and LSCSF. However, several positive ratigs were given. Ths
apparently reflects the 'value judgements' in ratigs described in the Project Methodology section.
10. Elevate existini house on piles (Figure 6, Page 25):
Number of Ratings: (4) positive; (2) negative; (2) buffer zone/no impact
Range: + 1.0 to -5.0
The majority of proposals received positive ratigs. Whe a house on pilgs can alter natual
depositional pattern of wid blown sands, it was largely determied that depositional pattern were
already altered and severely affected by the exitig house on the solid foundation, as well as the total
loss of dune fuction, In addition, by elevating the existig house from a solid foundation onto open
pilgs, dune fuction would be somewhat enhanced, particularly the ability of dune sands to migrate
under the pile strctue and though the lot to assist adjacent dune development. However, positive
ratigs were not consistent as some communties gave negative ratigs due to the adverse impact of
houses on pilgs to dune fuction and barrier beach migration.
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Figure 6
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11. Rebuild buildint no expansion:
Number of Ratings: (26) bufer zone/no impact; (4) negative; (4) no impact
Range: dune: no impact to -5.0: barrier beach -3.5: LSCSF -0.5 to no impact
All proposals in the buffer zone received 'no impact' ratig. Negative ratigs were given for th '
activity in dune and barier beach areas, and a majority 'no impact' in LSCSF.
12. Relocate structure (e.t. house):
Number of Ratings: (1) positive; (1) negative; (1) no impact; (3) buffer zone/no impact
Range: +1.0 to -1.0, and no impact in buffer zones.
The ratigs for relocatig a structure depended on the direction of the relocation. Moving the
strctue landward generally resulted in it being located to a less active, less mobile area (i.e., from a
frontal dune to a back dune area). One relocated house from an area of wave activity (velocity zone) to
an A-zone (stiwater floodig) resulted in a positive ratig, whie one relocation in a dune area resulted
in a negative ratig due to the loss of vegetation.
13. New subsurface septic system installation:
14. Subsurface septic upvade:
Number of Ratings: (28) buffer zone/no impact; (2) bufer zone/negative; (7) negative;
Range: no impact to -1.0 in buffer zone; -0.5 to -3.0
Although separate activities, these were placed together due to the simarity of impacts.
Septic system intallations and upgrades in mobile landforms (i.e., dune, beach, barier beach) received
negative ratigs due to the displacement of sandy source material and the adverse impact to the
potential migration of these landforms. Mior adverse impacts were rated for intalations in LSCSF. No
impact was determed in the buffer zone.
15. Replace subsurface septic system:
Number of Ratings: (3) no impact: (3) buffer zone/no impact; (1) negative
Range: 0 to -3.5
For the most part, no impact was given for replacements due to existig impacts already occurrig. A
negative was given for a septic system replacement in a barrer beach.
16. New mounded septic system:
17. Replace mounded septic system:
Rating: (2) no impact
Range: no impact
Ony one of each activity was proposed and both were located in the A-zone of LSCSF. In a coastal
A-zone where stilwater flooding is domiant, compensatory displacement is generally not signcant
enough to be an issue. Compensatory storage requiement is an issue in a coastal A-zone only where a
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hydraulc constricton exists. In addition, une in a velocity zone where wave action can interact with
the mounded strctue and wave refraction can possibly result in adverse impacts to adjacent propert
and resources, A-zones lack (or have mimal) wave action, consequently, scour and wave diversion is
not a signficant consideration.
18. New elevated walkway down coastal bank (Figue 7, Page 28):
19. Reconstruct elevated coastal bank walkways:
Number of Ratings: (15) no impact; (7) positive; (5) negative
Range: +1.0 to -2.0, and no impact
These activities were placed together due to simarity of impacts.
Opinons and ratigs varied forth activity. Some communties noted rai runoff-induced scour
around pilngs used for elevated coastal ban walkways and suggest at-grade bank walkways to
applicants, while others have not observed adverse impacts. Orientation relative to sun angle, height of
the walkway, and plan spacig was a consideration in assessing potential impacts to underlyig
vegetation from shading and thus ban stabilty. The ratig for th activity also depended on existig
site conditions. For example, if pedestran access was tag place down the face of the coastal ban,
then vegetation was generally being adversely impacted (i.e., loss of vegetation and, thus, ban
destabiliation). In ths case a positive ratig was given.
20. New elevated dune walkway:
Number of Ratings: (7) negative; (1) positive: (1) no impact
Range: +1.5 to -3.0 and no impact
Although ths activity is specifcally stated as permtable under the state Wetlands Protection
Regulations, the majority of ratigs for ths activity were negative primarily due to loss of underlying
vegetation as a result of shading and, thus, destabiliation of dunes. Height above grade, geographic
orientation relative to maximum sun angle, and plan spacing are considerations in the degree of
potential impact to underlyig dune vegetation. However, simar to elevated ban walkays (Activity
18), a ratig could depend on existig site conditions such as existig pedestran use. Furthermore, it
was stated in discussion that the public generaly uses elevated walkways and, thus, avoids massive
destrction of dune vegetation in other adjacent dune areas. In ths case a communty or evaluator (i.e.,
conservation agent) may give a positive ratig for ths activity.
21. At-grade dune walkway:
Number of Ratings: (4) negative
Range: -2.0 to -3.5
Due to direct loss of dune vegetation, the impedance of the exchange of sediment between the
dune and an adjacent coastal beach, and impacts to dune migration and fucton, al proposals for ths
activity received negative ratigs for all communties. However, as in Activity 20, it was again stated if
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Figure 7
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the public uses the at-grade walkway, adverse impacts to dune vegetation in adjacent areas could be
avoided.
22. New elevated walkway over beach (e.g-. to a pier):
Number of Ratings: (4) no impact; (3) negative
Range: no impact to -1.0
Ths activity received no impact to very mior and mior adverse impact ratigs. In discussions,
public trust rights to laterally cross the beach in the inter-tidal area for specic puroses were noted as
problematic. In Massachusetts, public trust rights for fishig, fowlig, and navigation exist in the inter-
tidal area. Beach is defied as including the inter-tidal area. Nordstrom (2000) noted several studies
where scour was measured around piligs due to waves and curents.
23. Existing- pier
Number of Ratings: (3) no impact
Range: no impact
For purposes of ths project, activities were rated only to the low water lie (i.e., only the beach area).
Therefore, most partcipants did not rate ths activity. Impacts, if any, for the few piers that were rated
were already existig.
24. Elevated walkway over saltmarsh (catwalk):
Number of Ratings: (13) negative; (1) no impact
Range: -0.5 to -3.5
The majority of communties raned ths activity negative due to potential effects on the growt of
underlyig saltmarsh vegetation priarily as a result of shading, as well as distubance to the peat
substrate. Height above the marsh, geographic orientation relative to maxium sun angles, and plan
spacig are considerations in the extent of potential impact. Participant responses vared. Some stated
that if elevated walkways were not permtted, then the alternative of walkig diectly on the marsh may
result in more damage to the marsh. Others stated tht if the walkway were not constrcted, then
walkg on the marsh would be very lited with negligible impact.
25. Dune nourishment:
Number of Ratings: (4) positive; (3) negative; (1) buffer zone/no impact
Range: -2.5 to +5.0
Addig sediment and, thus, volume to a dune generaly received positive ratigs due to the potential
enhancement to the beneficial fuctions of storm damage prevention and flood control to landward
resources and strctues provided by coastal dunes, particularly the foredune. According to the Army
Corps of Engieers, large reductions in wave overtopping are affected by small increases in foredune
crest elevations (Corps of Engieers, 1984). However, the nourished sediment must be compatible (Le.,
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relatively simar grain size). Finer grain material, partcularly very fie-grained sedient or silt, may
erode under mior wid and wave conditions resultig in potential adverse impacts to adjacent
saltmarsh vegetation, as noted by one communty involving a pre-existig dredge material disposal site.
26. Beach nourishment:
Number of Ratings: (8) positive; (1) negative
Range: -1.0 to +6.0
Similar to dune nourishment, beach nourshment is generally viewed as a positive activity due to the
enhanced beneficial functions of beaches by adding compatible sediments. The project questionnaire
asked whether the activity would increase the volume of the beach sediment. Ony several engieered
beach nourishment projects have taken place in Massachusetts over the last decade or so. The ratigs for
ths activity were for the beneficial re-use of compatible dredged material from nearby tidal inets.
27. Coastal bank nourishment and ve~etate:
Number of Ratings: (2) Positive
Range: +2.0
Adding material to a coastal ban is generally viewed as positive as additional material is available
to be eroded and supplied to the frontig beach. Although vegetatig may temporarily decrease erosion
of a sediment source coastal ban, storm wave action wil ultiately erode the bank material, and ths
action is permtted as general practice. As mentioned earlier, coastal ban armorig is prohibited on
eroding coastal bans to protect buildings that were constructed after Augut 10, 1978 (promulgation
date of the Coastal Wetlands Protection Regulations). As a result, either relocation of the theatened
building or ban nourishment are the viable alternatives.
28. Bank stabilization usin~ non-structural alteratives, such as bio-lo~s:
Number of Ratings: (6) Negative
Range: -0.5 to -4.0
Simiar to armorig coastal bank with strctual measures, it was determed that ths activity also
prevented material from erodig from the coastal ban, thereby depriving downdr landforms of
primary source materiaL. It was recognzed, however, that the impact was temporary, as non-strctural
ban erosion control alternatives are generally temporary in nature. One statement was that ths activity
would be a positive if it prevented sedient rug into a saltmarsh and possibly smotherig
vegetation.
29. New dock:
Number of Ratings: (3) negative
Range: -0.5 to -2.5
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Shading impacts and potential impacts to the growth of marsh vegetation, as well as impacts to
the peat layer, resulted in negative ratigs for all proposals. Height above the marsh surface, geographic
orientation relative to maxum sun angle, and plan spacing are considerations in the extent of impact.
Ths project tye considered activities only to the low water lie.
30. Replace elevated walkway or pier:
Number of Ratings: (3) negative; (2) no impact; (1) positive
Range: -2.5 to +1.5
Impacts to the underlyig marsh vegetation and impacts to the peat layer resulted in a majority
of negative ratigs. One proposal was on the beach and received a 'no impact' ratig..
31. Tetty reconstruction:
Number of Ratings: (6) negative; (1) positive
Range: -5.0 to +0.5
It was agreed that th activity had adverse impacts to the sustainabilty of the coastal landform
system. Negative effects are translated downdr by the trapping of littoral dri material, the distance
downdri depending primarily on the lengt and height of the jett. However, the updr beach
generally accretes, enhancing the fuction of that part of the landform.
32. Tetty extension:
Number of Ratings: (1) negative
Range: - 1.5
For the reasons stated in Activity 30, a negative ratig was given.
33. Groin construction: reconstruction:
Number of Ratings: (1) Negative
Range: -1.0
Trapping of littoral dri and thus depriving the imediate downdr beach and dune of source
material resulted in a negative ratig. (Note that state WPRs requie that followig groin constrcton,
the up drift area (fiet) is requied to be imediately fied and maintained to entrapment capacity.)
34. Draina~e pipe reconstruction and extension into the inter-tidal area:
Number of Ratings: (1) negative
Range: - 1.5
Simar to groin, extendig structues across the beach and into the inter-tidal area causes simar
impedance of littoral drift and loss of sediment, particularly immediately downdri of the strctue in
the shadow zone. In the case in ths study, the drainage pipe helped alleviate repetitive flooding
occurg in a landward neighborhood.
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35. New storm drain:
Number of Ratings: negative
Range: -2.0
One new storm drain was constrcted across a coastal beach and received a negative ratig due
to displacement of beach sand with the discharge pipe. In part, an applicable reguatory standard to
meet in Massachusetts is that no project shall not have an adverse effect on the beneficial fuctions of
storm damage prevention and flood control provided by coastal beaches as a result of decreasing the
volume of any coastal beach. There was apparently no feasible alternative to a discharge pipe across the
beach, as the area where ths proposal took place consists entiely of coastal dune and beach.
36. Improve draina~e system:
Number of Ratings: (3) positive; (3) no impact; (1) negative; (1) buffer zone/no impact
Range: + 1.5 to -1.0
hnpacts to beach and saltmarsh received positive ratigs, ban and LSCSF received no impact
ratigs, and coastal ban received negative ratig. The impacts from ths activity were based on site-
specic conditions. For example, saltmarsh vegetation was being adversely impacted by untigated
discharge from a storm drain discharge. With improvements, such as a splash apron in the area at the
end of the discharge pipe, the discharged water velocity was reduced improving çonditions for
vegetation growth.
37. Stabilize coastal bank with ve~etation:
Number of Ratings: (1) negative
Range: -0.5
Stabiliing a coastal bank with vegetation is a generally accepted practice to assist in stabiling an
eroding ban face. However, the question asked in ths project was, wil ths activity impede or permt
the erosion of the coastal ban by wave action (and thereby impact the supply of sediment to an adjacent
coastal landform)? Whe vegetatig a coastal ban face would mimally slow erosion of the ban face,
it is considered temporary in natue. Under storm wave conditions the ban wi erode. However, a 'very
mior' ratig was given due to the mior amount of sedient that would be temporarily inbited from
erodig and supplyig adjacent landform. Again, ths demonstrates the value judgement oftenties
applied with performance standard based reguations as described in the Project Methodology section.
38. Stabilize dune with plants and fencin~:
Number of Ratings: (13) positive
Range: +0.5 to +6.0
Interestigly, stabilzing a coastal dune with vegetation and sand fencig, as in Activity 37, would
temporariy reduce the exchange of sediment between the dune and an adjacent coastal beach (a
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negative for Question 3 under dune in the questionnaie). However, positives wil result for Questions 1
and 2 for dunes (see Questionnaire in Appendix B), which ask whether ths activity would enhance
(positive) or impede (negative) vegetative cover, and wil ths activity decrease (negative) or increase
(positive) the volume of the dune. It was determied that by takig measures that wil ultiately add
volume to the dune (sand fencing and vegetation), when the exchange of sediment was necessary (under
storm conditions) the increased volume would help the coastal landform system, and the reduction in
sediment exchange is considered temporary. Therefore, cumulative positive ratigs prevaied in all
communties for ths activity. Note alo that ths action is explicitly allowed in the WPRs.
39. Landscapini:
Number of Ratings: (10) bufer zone/no impact; (1) buffer zone/positive; (1) positive
Range: no impact to +1.0
Most impacts took place in the buffer zone for ths activity with 'no impact' ratigs. Positive ratigs
were given for a project in the buffer zone to a coastal ban, and a project on a coastal ban because it
was determied that landscaping added to the stabilty of a 'vertical bufer' tye coastal ban.
40. New well:
Number of Ratings: (1) no impact (bank)
Range: no impact
No impact was determed due to the subsurface natue of ths activity and, therefore, no impact to
the fuction of the landform.
41. Gas main installation:
Number of Ratings: (3) negative; (3) bufer zone/no impact
Range: -1.0 to buffer zone/no impact
It was determed that sand volume displacement in a coastal beach and the inbition to the
landward migration of a barrier beach were negative impacts. The LSCSF resource was an overlay on
dune and barrier beach resources. Thus, an inbition to the landward migration of dunes and barrer
beach in response to relative sea level rise, overwash, and eolian processes were considered negative
impacts over the long-term.
42. Water intake pipe:
Number of Ratings: (1) negative
Range: -0.5 (dune)
'Very minor' sand volume displacement in this coastal dune was considered a negative impact to its
beneficial fuction.
43. Bury utility pipes:
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Number of Ratings: (1) negative
Range: -2.0
Ths activity took place in a saltmarsh and, therefore, involved disturbance to the peat layer. As a
result, possible impacts to vegetation resulted in a negative ratig.
44. Paving:
Number of Ratings: (1) bufer zone/no impact
Range: no impact
Ths activity took place in the buffer zone to a saltmarsh.
45. Remove telephone poles:
Number of Ratings: (1) no impact
Range: no impact
Ths activity took place in a saltmarsh and the poles were cut off at grade. There was no impact
beyond existig conditions.
46. Remove retaining wall:
Number of Ratings: (1) positive
Range: + 1.5 (barrier beach)
Ths activity took place on a barrier beach. As a result of removal of the retaig wall, the abilty of
the barrier beach to migrate landward in response to relative sea level rise, overwash, and eolian
processes was enhanced, as well as more natual deposition of sedient.
47. Remove oil tank:
Number of Ratings: (1) positive
Range: +1.0 (barrer beach)
,Ths activity took place on a barrier beach and is simar, in part, to Activity 45 allowig the barrier to
more natually migrate landward.
48. Remove asphalt:
Number of Ratings: (2) positive
Range: + 1.0 to + 1.5 (dune and barrier beach)
Ths activity took place on a dune with a barrer beach. However, une Activities 45 and 46,
the actvity took place on the surface intead of subsurface which resulted in impacts to both dune and
barrier beach. Removing an impermeable surface permits the exchange of sediment between the dune
and beach, as well as faciltates vegetative growth, resultig in a positive ratig to its beneficial fuction
or sustainabilty.
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Based on the above activity ratigs, Appendix D (Page 52) is a Sumary Ratig for Permtted
Activities Identifyg Impact (positive or negative) on Coastal Landform Sustainabilty. The 'ratig
scheme' identified in Table 1 is also reproduced on ths chart. Note on the chart that a double asterisk
denotes the primary coastal landform upon which the specifc activity took place and, therefore, received
the primary impact. A single asterisk denotes a secondary impact. A question mark denotes a 'possible'
impact if that particular landform is adjacent to the priary landform. For example, the fist activity
listed in Appendix D is 'new coastal (hard) armorig of a sedient source without nourhment.' The
armorig took place on the coastal ban in all cases and, therefore, the ban received a double asterisk,
while secondary impacts are anticipated for beach as a result of the loss of source sedient from the
ban. A question mark is listed for dune, barrer beach, and saltmarsh denotig a potential impact if
these landforms exist in close proximity to the ban that was armored.
Grand Totals Summary: Implications
Table 3 is the Grand Totals (mathematical sum) for all activities/permits for 1999 submitted by all
participatig Cape Cod communties. As noted, 318 permits were analyzed. Positive ratigs suggest that
the coastal landform and the system with which it resides are being sustaied (Le., the beneficial
fuctions of the landform are being protected by the decisions). Conversely, negative ratigs suggest
that the sustaiabilty of the landform and its system are not being adequately protected (Le., the
beneficial fuctons of the landforms are being dimshed by the collective decisions).
As noted on Table 3, although positive ratigs exist with the table, cumulative negative ratigs
were sumed for all coastal landforms. What ths suggests is that, collectively, the natual fuctionig of
certain 'coastal landform systems' are not being sustaied on Cape Cod. In other words, the results
suggest that the beneficial fuctions of the coastal landform system, as well as the beneficial fuctions of
many of the individual coasta landforms that comprise the 'system' where specifc activities are tag
place, are not being sustained.
The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Reguations, local wetlands by-laws, and MCZM policies
which gude permit decisions for most activities on or adjacent to coastal landforms in Massachusetts,
are designed to preserve the beneficial fuctions of coastal landforms to protect certain public interests
as described in the section on Selected Massachusett Policies and Reguations Governg Actvities on
Coastal Landform.
To explicitly state that the results of ths study suggest that we are not sustaig the natural
fuctions of our coastal landforms is accuate. Many of the performance standards in the WPRs require
that the activity "shall not have an adverse effect (on the critical characteristics of the coastal landform)
by..." alterig critical specific cOàSta landform characteristics. However, in reality, minial adverse
effect appears to be acceptable. In addition, many activities that have recogred adverse effects are
accepted as part of living along the shore and are explicitly permtted in the reguations. Examples
include elevated pedestran walkways down coastal bank and on dunes, groin, and jett extensions,
although the anticipated adverse impacts from these activities must be 'mimied'. In addition,
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deciions are often practicable and may consider societal, economic, and takigs issues in addition to the
environmental concern. For example, whie it is recogned that house construction (on pilgs),
including appurtenances such as driveways and subsurface septic systems on coastal dunes, have
adverse impacts, they have been permtted in certain coastal dune areas. They have, however, been
denied in certain sensitive and hazardous dune locations as well. Septic systems, for example, are
prohibited in velocity zones of foredune areas under the state's Santary Code.
To strictly apply the 'no adverse effect' standard written in the reguations for most coastal
landforms would mean haltig and prohibitig all activities on all coastal landform. "Adverse effect" is
defied in the reguations (310 CMR 10.23) as a greater than negligible change in the resource area or one
of its characteristics or factors that dishes the value of the resource areas to one or more of the
specific interests of MGL c. 131, s. 40 as determied by the issuig authority. "Negligible" mean small
enough to be disregarded. Given the legalities of private propert interests and economic and societal
considerations, "it would be fruitf and prudent to exame ways to develop or use the shorelie in a
maner that maintain or restores natural sediment transfers and accommodates mobilty of landforms
and their tendency to grow and be altered" (Nordstrom, 1999).
Whle based on ths study, Massachusetts, or at least Cape Cod, does not appear to be sustag
its coastal landforms, many successfu compromise solutions have been developed in Massachusett
based on the above priciple. For example, requiing elevated houses in dunes, elevatig walkays,
intially filig groin compartents to entrapment capacity and requirig them to be kept to entrapment
capacity whie discouragig their constrction in the fist place, are all techques tht are commonly
used. State Executive Order 181 for Barrer Beaches, in part, prohibits new development in velocity zones
of primary dunes on barrer beaches and prohibits most coastal engieerig structres on barer
beaches. Although an executive order does not hold the force of law, it sends a strong message on state
policy intiatives. Strctual arorig is also, for the most part, prohibited in coastal dunes and on
beaches, and is explicitly prohibited on eroding coastal ban which supply sediment to other coastal
landforms to protect building constrcted after the promulgation date (August 1978) of the WPRs.
So, given that certain activities have been rated as reducing the natual sustaiabilty of coastal
landform systems, and are anticipated to contiue to do so, the question remain: has Massachusett,
and specifcally have the communties on Cape Cod, arrved at the optium balance of compromies
and mitigation methods to maxie the sustaiabilty of the coastal landform system whie allowig
certain activities and development to contiue?
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Conclusions
Ths study ilustrates the vast extent of human alterations to coastal landform. Obviously, any
human use of a coastal landform wi affect its natural sustainabilty, some activities havig more, others
less effect. Human use and occupation of coastal landforms has been occurrig for eons, but has
signcantly increased in the last several decades. Historically, approxiately 75% of development in
Massachusett has occured in its coastal zone (Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Management, 1986), and over 50% of its population presently resides in the coastal zone. Predictions are
that these trends will contiue to increase. The population growth of Cape Cod (Barntable County) has
been the highest of all counties in Massachusetts, increasing sevenfold since 1920. The growth has been
paralleled by new home construction of 35,000 housing units from 1980 to 1990 and contiued durig
the 1990s with 1,500 new unts each year (Woods Hole Research Center, 2000).
Despite a widely shared opinon that we are not sustaig the natual beneficial fuctions of our
coastal landforms, documentig the impacts of our cumulative effects on Cape Cod coastal landform, or
those of any coastal communty for that matter, is not an easy undertakig. Local offcials may not have
the tie to quantitatively measure and document impacts to coastal landform systems, especially in
addition to their normal daily duties, For example, although the Town of Falmouth was lited as issuig
16 Orders of Conditions for activities on or adjacent to coastal landforms in 1999, the 1999 Anual Town
Report states that the conservation commssion heard a tota of 186 requests for determation of
applicabilty of the Wetlands Protection Reguations for both inand and coastal wetlands (213 last year),
received 115 Notices of Intent (permt applications: 131 last year), issued 65 amendments to exitig
permts, issued 114 Certcates of Compliance, 12 extensions to existig permts, 81 admistrative
reviews, 9 emergency certications, 15 enforcement orders, and held 39 public hearigs. The 1999 Town
of Harwch Anual Report listed in excess of 173 site inpections undertaen in response to 69 Notices of
Intent for both inand and coastal proposals, culmatig in 33 public meetigs of the conservation
commssion. Some commssions are also responsible for developing rules and regulations for the use of
open space, and a myrad of other town activities. Apparently, each town on Cape Cod follows a simar
trend to some degree.
Furthermore, it has been documented in ths study that trade-offs and balances in the strct
application of reguations governg activities on coastal landforms are oftenties acceptable, with
unpredictable outcomes. For example, pile supported dune walkays were, for the most part, given
negative ratigs for impacts to dune vegetation resultig in some degree of dune intability from that
activity. However, as discussed during ths study, the alternative of not allowig that activity may be
more detrimentaL. Ths is often the case for other categories of actvities as well.
Additional targeted research is necessary focusing on the short- and long-term effects of specifc
activities on a lot-by-Iot basis.
As stated by Nordstrom (2000), recogntion that humans have become intrinic agents in the
evolution of coastal landscapes is signcant in that it places the problem of restoring the value of these
landscapes squarely on human action, requig management approaches that work with, rather than
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againt, natual processes. Are natual landscapes a myt along developed coasts? Human actions are
now an integral part of the coastal environment. Is 'coastal landform system sustainabilty' now a
synthesis of both natual and human-altered form? If so, we need to be able to predict the impacts of
human actions on coastal landforms from both large and small-scale projects.
Whle our quantitative understanding of coastal landform fuction is stil evolvig, we do
possess a reasonably thorough qualtative understanding of the critical characteristics and beneficial
fuctions of coastal landforms, and the necessity of a coastal landform ethc of mobilty. Ths
understanding has at least allowed us to develop methods to attempt to live with coastal landform .
processes, whie enjoyig the many benefits associated with use and appreciation of our coast. For
example, whie a house in a coastal dune most defitely affects natual dune sustainability, we know
enough to requie it to be placed on open pilgs to allow some measure of dune sand migration. It wil
ultiately adversely affect dune fuction. However, is the societal and economic wi strong enough to
prohibit all development on all coastal landforms? Th remain a site by site decision.
Massachusett regulations, policies, and bylaws governg activities on coastal landforms have
been based on identication of their critical characteristics in order to preserve certai public interests
(e.g. storm damage prevention, flood control, preservation of widlife habitat, prevention of pollution,
etc.). These standards are based on requig the mobilty of coastal landform. Yet, it appears tht in a
strct sense that we are not sustaing our coastal landforms. If we desire our decisions to ultimately
maxie or optimie coastal landform system sustainabilty in the face of contiuing development on
and adjacent to these valuable landforms, we must begi an intensive program to research and monitor
the impacts (positive and negative) of small scale activities to help gude our futue decisions.
Suggestions for Improvements for Similar Future Studies
Several improvements to the Project Questionnaire are suggested for futue studies of ths tye.
One, the questionnaire cover page could include a more elaborate description of the project or actvity to
signcantly reduce follow-up tie by assistig in categoriing the activities. Quite a bit of follow-up
with participants was necessar to clearly determe specic project parameters, partcularly for multi-
faceted projects. In addition, based on Massachusetts' reguations, coastal ban are divided into two
categories: 1. An eroding, sediment source ban and, 2. A non-eroding, vertical bufer ban (see the
Coastal Ban section in Characteristics of Selected Coastal Landform Protected by Regulations). Ony
questions relatig to the sediment source coastal ban were asked in the questionnire (Appendi B).
Ths requied judgement by the author in grouping the questionnaire results into one bank tye
category.
It would be interestig to include and analyze Superceding Orders of Conditions issued by the
state Department of Environmental Protection in order to determe what tye of activities are
considered deleterious or supportive to the beneficial fuctions of coastal landforms. These superceding
orders take precedent over local order of conditions, but can also be appealed. (Appeal procedures are
outlied in the WPRs.)
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In addition, permt denials were not considered in ths study, It would be valuable and helpfu to
futue potential applicants to docuent what tye of activities are considered non-compliant with the
performance stadards of the WPRs.
Future Research Needs
The scientific literature abounds with research focusing on the broad scale understanding of the
complex interactions between wids, waves, tides, storms, and relative sea level, and the resultant
longshore currents, sediment tranport, and shoreline change. The interaction between coastal
engieering strctues and coastal processes and the predictive capability of computer models have also
gained much attention. However, the scales of many of these studies appear to have limted diect
application for use by a local coastal resource manager or reguator on a lot-by lot basis. On the other
hand, results of research or monitoring on a lot-by-Iot basis may not provide the coastal landform
systems analysis requied to understand how an individual human alteration affects changes in the
overall system or littoral celL.
There is a great need on the local level to understad how individual actions on a lot-by-Iot basis
in Massachusett affect adjacent property. There are few investigations relative to th scale. For
example, the effects of houses on wid flow pattern and aeolian tranport in dunes. Those that do exist
provide little quantitative data on processes (Nordstrom, 2000). Many decisions are being made on a
daily basis across the countr on whether to permt development or alterations on individual coastal
landforms. Cumulatively, these decisions have far greater effect in the long-term than perhaps the mega-
projects that so often receive wide public attention. These small scale alterations and developments wi
have more of an effect on the landform system as tie passes, while the shorelie and associated coastal
landforms migrate landward in response to relative sea level rise in Massachusett. Most local resource
decisions are made using best professional judgement without the predictve ~apabilty to know what
the impact wil be to neighborig propert ~d resources.
Are the effects of a house on a solid foundation more adverse to storm damage prevention and
flood control to landward and adjacent resources and strctures than a pile supported house? If yes,
how high should a house be elevated to allow a dune to more natually fuction?
Followig the armoring of a coastal ban that was providing sediment to adjacent coastal
landforms, how much and when should a commensurate volume of sediment be introduced back into
the littoral system?
Does a seasonal at-grade dune boardwalk cause more or less impact to the beneficial fuctions of
a coastal dune than a permanent elevated walkway?
Should saltmarsh catwalks be prohibited due to the potential impacts to underlyig vegetation in
favor of seasonal at-grade walkays or pedestrian use on the marsh surface itself?
Large-scale dune nourshment projects may prevent landward barrier beach migration, affectig
its longevity. Should ths practice be disallowed?
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Many of the above questions were asked in the course of ths study by the individuals that must
make daily decisions on whether to permt smal-scale human alterations to individual coastal
landform. Increased emphasis on monitoring the results of human alterations to individual coastal
landforms, before and after the alteration, on a small scale is needed. Th inormation would be
invaluable in assistig local resource managers in their daily decisions.
Lastly, but importantly, broad-scale education and gudelies on the role of the mobility of coastal
landforms in acheving their optium beneficial functions would serve all interests.
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Appendix C
List of Permitted Activity & Ratine:s Identifying
Impacts on Coastal Landform Sustainability
Cape Cod COASTAL LANDFORM SYSTEM SUSTAINBIUTY PROJCT: 1999
Activity Ratig by Coastal Landform
(see Table I for rakig numbes)
(see Table 2 for town abbreviations in parentheses)
PERMITTED ACTIVITY Bank Beach Dune Barrier Saltmrsh LSCSF
New coastal (hard) armoring of -2.0 (Ba) -2.5 (Ba) -2.5 (Ba)
sediment source wlo -1. (0) -1.0 (E) "-1.5 (E)
nourishment -0.5 (0) -1.0 (Or)
.
-1.0 (Or)
Reconstruct (hard) armoring of -0.5 (Ba) NI (F) -2.0 (F) -3.0 (T)
sediment source wlo -0.5 (0) NI (F) -1.5 (T)
nourishment -1.0 (F) - 1.5 (H) -1.0 (H)NI (F) -1.0 (Or2)
New armoring (hard) -2.0 (E4) -1.0 (E4)
wlnourishment -1.5 (W2) -0.5 (W
-2.5 (W - 1.5 (W)
-3.5 (W)
Reconstruct (hard) armoring -2.0 (W)
w/nourishment: no
nourishment previously req'd
Reconstruct bulkhead NI (M) NI (P)
NI (Bo)
New house solid foundation BZ:NI (Ba6) BZ:NI (Ba2) -2.5 (0) -2.0 (T) BZ:NI (Or4) NI (Ba7)
BZ:NI (H) BZ:NI (Bo) -6.0 (TI) -1.0 (T BZ:NI (Ba) NI (H)
BZ:NI (M) BZ:NI (Y) BZ:NI (Bo) NI (B03)
BZ:NI (Or) BZ:NI (Y2) -1.0 (Or)
BZ:NI (Br) NI (Or)
BZ:NI (E)
BZ:NI (B04)
BZ:NI (Orll)
BZ-O.5 (TI)
BZ:NI (W4)
BZ:NI (Y3)
New house pile foundation -6.0 (Ba) -4.5 (Ba) -2.5 (Ba)
-4.5 (T) -2.5 (T)
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PERMITTED ACTIVITY Bank
Beach Dune Barrier Saltnursh 'LSCSF
Addition solid foundation BZ:NI (BaI4) BZ:NI (Ba) -2.5 (Ba) -4.0 (Ba) BZ:NI (Ba2) BZ:NI (Ba2)
BZ:NI (H) -0.5 (F) -2.0 (Ba) -2.5 (Ba) BZ:-0.5 (Ba) NI (Ba4)
BZ:NI (M BZ:NI (F) BZ-0.5(E) -1.5 (F2) BZ:NI (Bo) -2.0 (Ba)
BZ:NI (Br4) BZ:NI (W) -1.0 (H) BZ:NI (F) BZ:NI (E2) -1.5 (Ba)
NI (F) BZ:NI (Y) -6.0 (H) -1.0 (S) BZ:NI (F2) NI (Bo)
BZ:NI (F2) -0.5 (F) BZ:NI (H) -0.5 (F)
BZ:NI (H) -1.0 (F) BZ:NI (Or2) -1.0 (Or)
BZ:NI (Or7) BZ:NI (F) BZ:NI (Y
NI (Or) -0.5 (E)
BZ:N (W2) -1.0 (S)
BZ:NI (Y2)
BZ:NI (C)
Addition - pile foundation -2.5 (Ba) -1.5 (Ba) -1.0 (B)
NI (E) + 1.0 (Sa)
+4.5 (Sa)
-2.0 (Sa)
-1.0 (Sa)
+3.0 (Sa)
Elevate existing house on piles BZ:NI (E) BZ:Nl (E) -3.5 (Sa)
-5.0 (Sa) +1.0 (Sa)
+2.0 (Sa) + 1.0 (Y
+3.0 (y
Rebuild building (no expansion) BZ:NI (Ba4) BZ:NI (Y -2.5 (Ba) -3.5 (Sa) BZ:NI (Ba2) -0.5 (B)
BZ:NI (Br) NI (F) BZ:NI (Or2) NI (Ba)
BZ:NI (E2) -5.0 (Sa) BZ:NI (Y NI (Bo)
BZ:NI (F NI (Or)
BZ:NI (H)
BZ:NI (M
BZ:NI (Or4)
BZ:NI (W2)
BZ:NI (Y2)
Relocate structure (e.g, house) BZ:NI (E2) -1.0 (T) BZ:NI (Ba) + 1.0 (I
NI (Y
New septic (subsunace) BZ:NI (Ba6) BZ:NI (Ba2) -1.5 (Ba) -2.0 (Sa) BZ:NI (Ba) -0.5 (Ba)
BZ:NI (B02) -2.0 (Bo) -2.5 (0) NI (n BZ:NI (Bo) NI (Ba)
BZ:NI (OrtI) NI (P) BZ:NI (Or3) BZ:NI (Ba)
BZ:NI (W) -2.0 (Sa) -1.0 (Bo)
NI (T) NI (Or)
Septic upgrade (subsunace) BZ:NI (Ba) BZ-1.0 (T) -1.0 (0) -3.0(Sa) BZ:NI (H) -1.0 (I
BZ:NI (E5) NI (E3) -1.0(n -2.0 (I -2.0 (Sa)
BZ:NI (I BZ:NI(E2) BZ:NI (Or2) -1.0 (Sa)
BZ:NI (Or3) NI (P) BZ:NI (Sa) NI (W)
BZ:NI (Sa) -3.0 (Sa)
BZ-0.5 (n -1.0 (Sa)
BZ:NI (T)
'. BZ:NI (W)
Replace septic (subsunace) BZ:NI (Bo) NI (P) NI (E) -3.5 (Sa) NI (Bo)
BZ:NI (Br)
BZ:NI (E)
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ACTIVTY Bank Beach Dune Barrier saltmrsh LSCSF
New mounded septic system NI (B)
Replace mounded septic system NI (B02)
New elevated bank walkway NI (Ba3) -0.5(T)
NI (Bo) NI(Y)
- 1.0(e) -0.5(Y)
+0.5(E2)
, -2.0(E)
NI (M3)
+0.5(W4)
Reconst elevated bank walkway NI (Ba4) NI(Or)
-0.5 (Ba) NI(W)
NI (F)
+1.0 (H) 
New elevated walk over dune -0.5 (Ba) -2.0 (Sa)
-1.0 (Ba)
-1.5 (M)
-2.5 (Sa)
-3.0 (Sa)
-2.0 (Sa)
+1.5 (W)
NI (Y)
Dune walkway at grade -2.0 (Ba)
-3.5 (Ba)
-2.0 (F)
-2.5 (P)
New elevated walk over beach -1.0 (Ba) NI (Ba)
(to pier) -0.5 (Ba)
NI (Ba2)
NI (F)
N (Or)
-0.5 (Y)
Existing pier NI (Bo) NI (Bo) NI (Bo)
Elevated marsh -2.0 (Ba) -0.5 (Ba)
walkway/catwalk -3.5 (Ba)
-1.5 (Ba)
-1.0 (Ba3)
-1.5 (Ba)
-1.0 (Bo)
-0.5 (C)
-1.0 (C)
-2.5 (E)
NI (H)
-1.0 (Y)
Marsh walkway at-grade
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Appendix D
Identification of Coastal Landform Affected by
Permitted Activity & Ratin2
i Cae Cod COASTAL LANDFORM SYSTEM SUSTAINBIUTY PROJCT: 1999
I
Summary rating baed
Affected Coastal Landforms on project responses(N = no impac)
(BZ: buffer zone)
-ACTIVITY Bank Beach Dune Barrier Saltmrsh LSCSF Pos Neg Commnt
New coastal (hard)
.
armoring of sediment neg neg neg Neg
source w/o nourishment
Reconstruct (hard)
armoring of sediment neg neg neg Neg
source w/o nourishment -
New armoring (hard) Neg
w/nourishment neg neg .
Reconstruct (hard) Neg
armoring w/nourishment: neg
no nourishment previously
Reconstruct bulkhead NI NI NI
New house solid foundation HZ HZ neg Beg HZ - NI Neg HZ:NI
New house pile foundation neg neg neg Neg
Addition/expand house HZ HZ neg neg HZ neg Neg HZ:NI
(motel,etc) solid foundation
Addition - pile foundation ** ** neg '** + & -
Elevate existing house on HZ ** ** ** + & -
piles
Rebuild building (no exp.) HZ HZ neg neg HZ NI Neg HZ:NI
Reloca te structure (e.g. Depends
house) NI neg HZ pos on
direction
New septic (subsunace) HZ neg neg Beg HZ -&NI Neg
Septic upgrade HZ neg neg neg HZ& neg Neg
(subsurface) neg
Replace septic (subsunace) HZ NI NI neg NI NI
New mounded septic sys NI NI
(A-
zone)
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ACTIVITY Bank Beach Dune Barrier Saltmarsh LSCSF Pos Neg Commnt
Replace mounded septic NI NI
system (A-
zone)
New elevated walkway **
down bank ** +/- & NI
Reconstruct elevated ** **
walkway down bank +/- & NI
New storm drainage neg Neg
New elevated walk over Pos if
dune neg neg Neg walking
on dune
Dune walkway at grade Neg Neg
New elevated walk over neg NI neg & NI
beach (to pier) &NI
Existing pier NI NI NI NI
Elevated marsh neg Neg
walkway/catwalk
Marsh walkway at-grade ** +& -
Dune nourishment w/ BZ:- pos pos BZ:NI neg Pos
vee:etation
Bury intake pipe neg Neg
Beach nourishment pos pos neg Pos
Bank nourishment/vegetate pos Pos
Water intake pipe neg Neg
Bank stabilization (soft) neg neg Neg
e.e:. bio-Ioe:s temp
New dock on saltmarsh neg Neg
Replace elevated walkway/ NI +/-/NI +&-
pier
Jett reconstruction neg +&- +&-
Jett extension neg Neg
Groin construction! neg Neg
reconstruction
"
Extend drainage pipe into neg Neg
inter-tidal area w!rip-rap
-53
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